GovWin

Capture Management
With GovWin Capture
Management, you can:
• Identify the right
opportunities and win
more business
• Make smarter, more
informed bid/no bid
decisions
• Centralize all capture
processes and
information sharing
• Automate the entire
business development
process

Win more business with improved collaboration
and mobility
There’s no easy way to put it: competition for
contracts in the federal marketplace is intense.
Harder still to overcome, that intensity is only
going to increase as time goes on. The only way
that contractors can truly meet this competition
with confidence and success, is by maximizing
on their revenue possibilities and improving their
enterprise collaboration. Put simply, government
contractors need robust capture management
processes that help them think smarter and win
more business.

• Save time on capture
plans and proposals
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• Implement quickly with a
COTS solution purposebuilt for Government
Contractors
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For a More Effective
Capture Management
Lifecycle
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As the only comprehensive business
development and capture solution designed
to align your business for better government
contracting opportunities, Deltek’s GovWin
Capture Management (CM) is lightyears ahead
of generic capture solutions. GovWin Capture
Management helps you make faster, more concise
bid decisions and enables faster responses to
RFPs. All of this is based on an additional, crucial
element: full integration with social and mobile
business.
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Benefits of
GovWin Capture
Management
• Campaign & Lead
Management –
Capture, qualify and
manage your leads
• Bid Decision
Support – Ensure
your business is
making the best bid
decisions
• Proposal
Automation - Put
together winning
proposals, on time,
every time
• Integration with
Deltek’s GovWin
IQ and Costpoint –
Automate workflows
and increase
efficiency
• Reporting – Analyze
pipeline, win rates,
revenue forecasting
and business
metrics
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Picture this: it can be time consuming,
unproductive and outright challenging to identify
and access the people you need throughout
the business development process—stopping
a successful capture in its tracks. With Social
Business integrated directly into GovWin Capture
Management, your teams associated with the
development of a winning opportunity can get
connected, get organized and effectively capture
as a cohesive force.

Collaboration: Your Key to Capture
Management
Collaboration is one of those buzz words that
executives love to use. Yet, more often than not,
business development teams are completely
dependent on email to ‘collaborate’ with internal
and external resources alike. Unfortunately,
relying on disparate email chains when it comes
to critical opportunities is no longer effective
enough to keep a business one-step-ahead of
their competitors.
In today’s fast-paced world with remote
teams, GovWin Capture Management answers
the need for easy and effective collaboration. Its
cloud, mobile and social business capabilities
enable organizations to optimally utilize
resources, execute faster, make more informed
bid decisions and gain deeper insight into
client requirements. Best of all, because you’re
not spending time walking the halls or sorting
through emails to to locate and consolidate
relevant opportunity intelligence, you have more
time to focus on strategizing and winning in the
government landscape.
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Key Features and Benefits:
Centralize Information Sharing
Let’s face it: there are always going to be several
individuals involved in winning an opportunity—
and many of them will be without direct access to
opportunity data. As a solution to this problem,
GovWin Capture Management  now includes
Social Business with Kona Integration, today’s
only social business collaboration plaform that
provides a centralized resource for developing
opportunities with both internal and external
teams.
Bringing value to the capture management
process by helping project teams work together
in a seamless cloud environment, Social Business
Integration means  individuals can now rapidly
share opportunity information from a single,
centralized space. The key components of
GovWin CM’s Social Business Integration include
a smart scheduling tool, organized conversation
platform and file storage that is perfect for sharing
to key documents across an enterprise. Finally,
businesses can now identify and access the
right knowledge experts almost instantly, while
responding quickly to even the tightest business
development deadlines.
Automate Business Development
GovWin CM includes campaign and lead
management, opportunity management,
account and contact management, activity
management, bid decision support and proposal
automation. With a centralized repository for all
critical customer relationship information, CM’s
automated alerts and workflows also serve to
keep your proposal team and contacts in the loop
of potential changes. By streamlining opportunity,
contract and project status information across
your organization, you gain improved process
efficiencies, automatic creation of internal
reviews, continuous opportunity visibility and
precise control of your contract execution.

Save Time
In any business development process, there’s bound to be
multiple people involved, spread out across all roles and multiple
locations. GovWin Capture Management helps organizations
save time and move with more agility, by streamlining the entire
capture cycle and adding visibility into all information held by
internal and external resources. No more manually looking for
documents or waiting on key resources to get back to their
desks. With GovWin Capture Management, all critical capture
plans, opportunity intelligence and proposals can be viewed and
managed with the click of button.

Go Mobile
Capture Management solutions are clearly critical, but they
don’t often help your key resources on-the-go. Deltek offers  a
solution in the form of Mobile Capture Management with Deltek
Touch, delivering GovWin CM to iOS and Android devices at no
additional charge. This mobile platform lets you find, view, edit
and add opportunity information— anywhere, anytime. Regardless
of whether you’re our of the office or at a client site, you can still
increase your field productivity—giving you the edge against your
competitors and helping you win more deals.

Evolution of CRM
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World Headquarters:
United States
2291 Wood Oak Drive
Herndon, VA 20171-2823
800.456.2009

Worldwide Locations:
Belgium
+32 (0) 2 709 2191
Denmark
+45 35 27 79 00
Germany
Frankfurt am Main
+49 6967733106
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 347 3080
Norway
+47 22 01 38 00

Integrate with Your Other Leading Deltek
Solutions

The Deltek GovWin Capture Management
Advantage

Now, you can  streamline your business
development processes with seamless integration
into Deltek’s Costpoint, GovWin IQ and GovWin
Contracts and Task Order Management (CATO)
solutions. Save your business time and money,
while reducing overall data errors and eliminating
the need for redundant data entry. Additionally,
GovWin Capture Management’s robust
integration capabilities allows you to connect
directly to Microsoft Outlook—resulting in a more
intuitive way to perform important and common
GovWin Capture Management tasks throughout
the entire business development process.  

To leverage the best business development
and capture processes, companies facing
competitive challenges need the consistency,
visibility and shared knowledge of an integrated
software system. With Deltek GovWin Capture
Management, social business and mobility
has been integrated directly into a capture
management enterprise solution. These unique
capabilities provide government businesses
with a centralized collaboration portal, helping
them effectively manage the entire opportunity
lifecycle with both internal and external
shareholders. What’s more, GovWin Capture
Management ensures that all people who need it
have a full, 360-degree view of the opportunity—
right at their fingertips. With the right tools on
hand, you can now make sure your organization
is identifying the right opportunities, staying
proactive across the entire capture process and
making smarter, more informed decisions.
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GovWin from Deltek is the essential source for information, teaming and software solutions to help organizations find,
manage and win government business. More than 2,800 companies rely on GovWin for the latest and most comprehensive
information solutions, including market intelligence, consulting, sales management tools, teaming solutions, and
educational and networking events. Deltek  is the leading global provider of enterprise software and information solutions
for government contractors and professional services firms.  For decades, Deltek has delivered actionable insight that
empowers our customers to unlock their business potential. Get started today at GovWin.com.
Deltek – Know more. Do more.®
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